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Accenture Strategy Madrid - Analyst 
 
 
Accenture Strategy 
Strategy consulting in today’s digital world requires the 
ability to see how business, technology and operations 
all intersect. At Accenture Strategy, you will work closely 
with the world’s top organizations and leverage 
Accenture’s expertise in these areas to develop 
strategies that turn your ideas into actions. As part of the 
6,000+ Accenture Strategy professionals in our global 
community, you’ll provide actionable insights to clients, 
helping them address priority C-suite issues with 
strategies they can execute with speed and at scale. Our 
deep understanding of our clients’ industries and our 
global perspective on progressive business ideas and 
emerging technologies enables us to drive and deliver 
transformational change. 
 
Job Description 
Does the thought of driving innovation and creating new 
business models for clients to succeed in a digital world 
make your heart race? How about helping clients 
actually integrate and operate what you’ve worked so 
hard to build? If you want to take your career to the next 
level and work alongside global companies to solve 
significant business issues, we want to meet you.  You’ll 
be amazed at how quickly you develop strong 
leadership, problem solving, and people management 
skills.  
 
Your Role: Strategy Analyst 
There will never be a typical day at Accenture, but that’s 
why people love it here. The opportunities to make a 
difference within exciting client initiatives are limitless in this 
ever-changing business landscape. Here are just a few of 
your day-to-day responsibilities. 
 

 Structure and perform analysis and primary research 
that address business issues and generate insights 
about client and industry business performance 
improvement 

 Develop business cases and plans that are detailed, 
actionable and reflect Accenture Strategy’s deep 
industry, IT and business process acumen 

 Present at team and client meetings, and determine 
the most practical way to drive lasting results based 
on your insights 

 Assist our clients to build the required capabilities for 
growth and innovation in order to sustain high 
performance 

 Work in multi-disciplinary teams and leverage the 
power of Accenture’s global reach and end-to-end 
capabilities to deliver value  

 Help clients understand leading-edge technology 
capabilities and the transformational impact they may 
have on their business 

 Engage with the broader strategy community to foster 
collaboration and support growth and development of 
the Strategy business 

 

Your Experience: Basic Qualifications 

 Last year bachelor degree of ETSI Navales UPM 
students – Promotion Degree July 2015 

 Team player and naturally collaborative 

 Excellent interpersonal skills with the professional 
attributes required to work with C-suite teams 

 Excellent communication skills 

 Outstanding academic track record with continued 
interest in learning and growing professionally 

 Strong quantitative and analytical skills, understands 
complex issues, absorbs information quickly, excels in 
conceptual and creative problem solving 

 Digitally savvy; curious and passionate about 
technology, understands its impact on business and 
society 

 Natural leader; easily establishes trust-based 
relationships, gains valuable insights through 
collaboration and communication  

 Driven; enjoys a challenge, proven ability to adapt and 
remove obstacles to achieve results, determined and 
optimistic 

 
Set Yourself Apart: Preferred Qualifications  

 Relevant project-based internship experience with a 
leading company, not-for-profit or government entity  

 Relevant academic research or projects 

 Global awareness through international study or 
internships, multilingual 

 Advanced proficiency with desktop applications (Excel, 
PowerPoint, etc.) 

 
Language Requirements   
Required High English Level and French or German will 
be an advantage 
 
How to Apply  
Apply through: jefatura.estudios.navales@upm.es 
to be considered for an interview before May 22, 2015 
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